Chamilo LMS - Bug #7477

Admin view in mySpace tab disappeared

22/01/2015 21:45 - Yannick Warnier

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Urgent
Assignee: Julio Montoya
Category: Tracking / Reporting
Target version: 1.9.10
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 22/01/2015
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity:

Description
Following commit https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/0d621c382a3902f57d8d53d76ec5153b4c8975b0 in which a huge chunk of code from the mySpace/index.php script has been commented out, we have lost the screen where admins used to find a list of links to access detailed reports (an example screenshot here)

These reports are very important, and although the commit message says "Simplifying reporting", I did not imagine that this would have made them all disappear.
I've reviewed the code changes but I'm not sure I understand the logic behind it, and that, re-inserting the removed code, I'm not going to break more. So I'm reassigning this to the original author of the commit... Please recover that screen (the star icon, with param "?view=admin").

Associated revisions
Revision 299ba994 - 23/01/2015 11:45 - Julio Montoya
Restores admin view in reports see #7477

History
#1 - 23/01/2015 11:52 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs more info
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Yannick Warnier

I restore that view, but I didn't found those reports "reporte de encuesta", "reporte avance lecciones", etc. I check in chamilo 196 and those didn't exist... in which version this reports exists??

https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/299ba994390549c0193348c498760e727236609c

#2 - 23/01/2015 18:02 - Yannick Warnier
I think some of them are specific to the customer version where I took the screenshot. Don't worry about them. Thanks! Reviewing now.

#3 - 23/01/2015 18:11 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Good for me.
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